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Carus
the art of communication
“A simple form, a classic layout and high-end materials guarantee timeless aesthetics. The Carus edition reflects the reliability and sustainability of the products in perfect form and sophisticated design. Our emphasis on traditional crafts that we utilise to manufacture the high-quality surfaces, make the Carus products unique items. The harmony between the traditional and the modern element of our products enable us to design customised and first-class products which reflect the user and inspire emotions.”
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Your brand-new indoor station!
LED indication

- **Green LED is on**
  - incoming door or internal call
  - active voice connection
  - additional function is activated

  Configurable functions, see page 6.

- **Red LED is on**
  - Ring tone mute is activated, an incoming call is not signalled acoustically

- **Red LED blinks**
  - busy speech channel

- **Red LED blinks**

Functions of the indication and operating elements

A ring tone signals an incoming call.
- The green LED is on.

Switching lights
Shortly press the light switch button.

Speaking
Shortly press the speech button to accept the call or longer than 1 second to switch-over to simplex communication during an active voice connection.
- The green LED is on.

Internal calls / activate additional functions
Press the function key to call another indoor station or to (de-)activate the call diversion resp. door release automatic.
Configuration necessary, see page 5.

Ring tone mute
Press the call OFF-button. In case of an incoming call no acoustic signal sounds.
- The red LED is on.

Door release
Shortly press the blue door release button.
Setting the ring tone volume

With the controller at the bottom of the device, the ring tone volume can be adjusted continuously.

turn down  turn up
Ring tones can be adjusted for four different call types.

Thus, it is possible to distinguish calls from two different front-door stations, a floor call or an internal call. You can choose between 13 different ring tones. Proceed as follows:

1. **Activate the ring tone selection**
   End an eventually existing conversation. Press the call OFF-button for at least 8 seconds. → An acknowledgement tone sounds.

2. **Select a door ring tone**
   a... from the (first) front-door station
   Press the door release button until the desired ring tone sounds. The ring tone selected last will be stored.
   b... from the second front-door station*
   Press the speech button until the desired ring tone sounds. The ring tone selected last will be stored.
   c... from the floor door
   Press the light switch button until the desired ring tone sounds. The ring tone selected last will be stored.
   d... from another indoor station
   Press the function key until the desired ring tone sounds. The ring tone selected last will be stored.

3. **Deactivate the ring tone selection**
   To end the ring tone selection shortly press the call OFF button once. When no button is pressed within the next 8 seconds, the device ends the ring tone selection automatically. The ring tone selection ends with an acoustic signal.

* If no separate ring tone is selected, the ring tone of the first front-door station is stored automatically.
The following functions can be configured on your video indoor station as well as for the use of further indoor stations. Please contact your qualified electrician.

Call an indoor station (internal call)*
To call another indoor station, press the function key. A short acknowledgement tone sounds if the call has reached its call destination. When the called device accepts the call a voice connection is established. If required, the volume of the voice connection can be adjusted by a qualified electrician.

* max. 1 call destination

Door release automatic
An incoming door call directly triggers the opening of the door if this function is activated. Press the function key → activated,

- the green LED is on,
press the function key again
→ deactivated

Open the floor door
If the floor door call at the floor door is triggered, the floor door (instead of the front-door) can be opened with the door release button within 30 seconds.

Parallel call
A second indoor station sounds simultaneously in case of an incoming door, floor or internal call. The ring tone sounds at both devices.

Call diversion
The incoming call is diverted to a second indoor station. Press the function key → activated,

- the green LED is on,
press the function key again
→ deactivated
Clean the indoor station with a dry or slightly wet cloth. Remove stronger stains with a PH-neutral detergent.

Avoid water from entering the device! Do not use any abrasive detergents!